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of the investigated object of complex shapes in real time from the experimental data is proposed. 

The technique is based on the use of spectral functions of regional impact and a gradual in-

crease the number of regions into which the investigated area is divided and as a consequence 

the number of parts that make up the boundary where thermal loads are recovered. 
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height of the rear wall. The obtained characteristics is the basis for the design of multi-channel 

water convectors. 
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solution of two infinitely algebraic systems and two non-linear singular integral equations with 

Cauchy kernel. From solutions of these equations are found forces in the zones. The criterion of 

crack nucleation is formulated with the criterion of limit shear of material bonds. 
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mation-measuring system for multidimentional vibration diagnostic...............................................45 
The new approach for multidimensional vibration diagnostic based on methods of nonstationary 

random processes theory and correlation tensor analysis for complex rotating machines diag-

nostic is proposed. The verification of developed methods on industrial objects of Ukraine and 

vibration test bench is shown. The portative vibration diagnostic system which utilizes the devel-

oped methods is described. 
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Lisin D. A., Maksymenko-Sheyko K. V. and Sheyko T. I. Mathematical modeling of the auto-

mobile bodies with the help of R-functions...................................................................................... 51 
The stage-by-stage modeling of the automobile body by the multiparameter equations with al-

phabetic parameters for geometrical characteristics and a technique of the surfaces equations of 

construction with continuous curvature function with the help of R-functions is considered in this 

work. The work of new high-speed system of the equations of geometrical objects surfaces visu-

alization in 3D is illustrated. 
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being crossed straight lines to interpolate f(x, y) in cross points of these straight lines ................... 60 
In this article was proposed a method for constructing approximation operator function f(x, y) 

that interpolates f(x, y) the points of intersection of lines Γk, k = 1, 2, …, M
 
and the projection is 

along these lines that match the projections of along these lines. Method of constructing opera-

tors interpolation functions of 2 variables with given projections investigated for the case of 

lines that intersect  and no three  intersect at one point. Were considered examples. 
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Chornaya N. A. Improvement of mathematical models of heat and mass transfer processes in hydrogen 
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Heat and mass transfer processes, especially in the «hydrogen-metal», in metal hydride systems 

are considered in the article. The creation methods for improve of mathematical model of heat 

and mass transfer processes in hydrogen metal-hydride systems, which are take into account ki-

netics of the process and allow more fully shows the characteristics of the process in comparison 

with existing models. The use of the methods makes it possible to carry out the simulation of the 

metal-hydride systems and to define a set of design and operating parameters which characterize 

its overall performance. 
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Banaszek S. The modeling of defects in the rotor-trains of turbomachinery – simulation-based di-

agnostics ........................................................................................................................................... 73 
The paper is devoted to the problem of the turbomachinery defects’ modeling. The numerical 

analysis of the proper model of the rotating system and its defect can give the symptoms of the 

defect. The presented computer software MESWIR is originally invented in the Institute of Fluid-

Flow Machinery of PAS (Gdansk, Poland) and it is the effective tool for generation of diagnostic 

relations. It is based on the non-linear analysis of the rotating systems founded on hydrodynamic 

slide bearings. It uses a 3D Reynolds equation, FEM and the non-linear equation of motion. The 

MESWIR software can generate the kinetoststic characteristics of bearings and vibration of the 

entire system (the shaft and the bearings). It allowes a model-based diagnostics of a several 

classes of defects. A large power turbo-set is taken for example calculations. A dynamic state of 

the healthy rotor, in the form of vibration of bearings, is presented as a “base case” which is the 

reference for further analyzes. A two different defects were modeled: the bearing misalignment 

and the crack of the shaft. The calculated vibratory state of the bearings shows their symptoms in 

comparison with the base case. 
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